
MCB137L/237L: Physical Biology of the Cell
Spring 2021
Homework 8

(Due 3/31/22 at 11:00am)

Hernan G. Garcia

“How can the events in space and time which take place within the spatial boundary of a
living organism be accounted for by physics and chemistry?” - Erwin Schrödinger What is
Life?

NOTE FOR MCB237L STUDENTS: Please do problem (1), and then choose between
problems (2) or (3), or do both (2) and (3) for extra credit.

1. Simple repression

In class, we derived a mathematical model of how simple repression dictates gene expression
levels. In particular, we showed that the fold-change in gene expression is given by

fold-change =
1

1 + R
NNS

e−β∆ε
, (1)

where R is the number of repressors, NNS is the number of non-specific sites, and ∆ε is
the repressor binding energy. Experimentally, we can create bacterial strains that express a
YFP reporter under the control of the repressor. If the YFP fluorescence signal is Freporter,
then the fold-change is measured by calculating

fold-change =
Freporter(R)

Freporter(R = 0)
. (2)

However, there is an extra subtlety that has to be taken into account when obtaining such
fluorescence measurements. The fluorescence we measure under the microscope is the total
fluorescence Ftotal. This magnitude contains the YFP reporter signal as well as the intrinsic
fluorescence of the cells such that

Ftotal = Freporter + Fauto, (3)

where Fauto is the autofluorescence of the cell. As a result, we need to be able to subtract
the cells’ average autofluorescence if we want to report on Freporter. Thus, the fold-change is
obtained by calculating

fold-change =
Ftotal(R) − Fauto

Ftotal(R = 0) − Fauto
. (4)
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We already learned how to extract fluorescence levels from microscopy images of bacteria
using Python. In this problem, you will use the code you wrote in class in order to test the
prediction made by Equation 1. You can get our final version of that code as well as the full
bacterial gene expression data set from website. Note that you can also learn more about
this protocol from “Computational Exploration: Extracting Level of Gene Expression from
Microscopy Images” in chapter 19 of PBoC2.

(a) You can find lacI titration folder under “Data Folder” shared on the course website.
This data set corresponds to bacteria containing varying Lac repressor copy numbers, and
a reporter containing one of three Lac repressor binding sites (called O1, O2 and O3) that
control YFP expression. The repressor copy numbers for each strain are given in the following
table.

Strain Repressor number
Delta 0
R22 22 ± 4
R60 60 ± 20
R124 124 ± 30
R260 260 ± 40
R1220 1220 ± 160

If you want to learn more about the measurements of the repressor copy number, you can
refer to Garcia2011c, which is provided on the website. In addition, a strain called “Auto”
lacking a YFP reporter is provided with the data set. This strain can be used to measure
Fauto. Another strain called “Delta” can be used to measure Ftotal(R = 0).

The name of the files can be interpreted as follows:

• Lac repressor binding site: O1/O2/O3

• Repressor copy number: Delta, R22, R60, R124, etc.

• Type of image: phase/yfp corresponding to the phase contrast and fluorescence snap-
shots of the cells, respectively.

For example, a file named “O2 R22 yfp pos 01.tif” is a YFP image of a reporter containing
the O2 Lac repressor binding site, and repressor copy number 22 ± 4 (see the table above).
Finally, each file name ends with “pos XX.tif”. This suffix corresponds to the position on
the microscope slide that each snapshot was taken at. For each combination of Lac repressor
binding site and number of Lac repressor molecules you will have 21 unique snapshots whose
analysis you will combine to obtain the corresponding average Ftotal.

Use your code to calculate the fold-change in gene expression as function of repressor copy
number by performing the various fluorescence measurements prescribed by Equation 4. Plot
your results on a log-log plot.
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To get a list of all the images with a given binding site and repressor number, you can write

#Folder where we'll get the images from
ImageFolder='/content/drive/My Drive/Colab ...

Notebooks/data/lacI titration/'
#Bacterial strain (combination of binding site and number of ...

repressors) you want to analyze
BacterialStrain='O2 R22 '

# filename structure
filename structure phase = ImageFolder + BacterialStrain + ...

'phase pos *.tif'
filename structure yfp = ImageFolder + BacterialStrain + ...

'yfp pos *.tif'

# grab all images for this given strain
phase names = np.sort(glob.glob(filename structure phase))
yfp names = np.sort(glob.glob(filename structure yfp))

Here, we’re getting all phase contrast and fluorescence images corresponding to the O2
binding site and 22 repressors per cell. Note that we’re assuming that your working folder
(where your code is saved) contains data folder that includes lacI titration dataset.
Please make sure to double check in your CoLab environment where your data folder is
saved. You can check this by clicking the folder icon on the left corner (Files). You’re going
to run your code for all images in phase names and yfp names. For each image, you want
to save the fluorescence for each cell present. As you analyze new images, you want to save
your results in the vectors which we initialize below.

intensities=[]

First, you want to write a for-loop that goes through each cell in a given image, extracts its
fluorescence per pixel, saves it in cell mean intensity, and appends this information to
intensities by doing

intensities = intensities + [cell mean intensity]

Then, you will need to write a bigger for-loop that goes through each image in the folder and
appends the extracted values of cell fluorescence intensity per pixel (saved in intensities

as described above) into intensities all. �(this vector needs to be initialized before this
for-loop by doing intensities all=[] such that

intensities all = intensities all + intensities

Once you’re done with processing, you can calculate the average fluorescence for the strain.

(b) Using the data you just analyzed, estimate the binding energy of O1, O2 and O3 by
fitting Equation 1 “by eye” by trying a reasonable range of parameters for ∆ε. How do
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these compare to the binding energies obtained in Garcia2011c using an enzymatic assay
instead of fluorescence as a report of gene expression? EXTRA CREDIT: Alternatively, you
can perform a least-squares minimization as discussed in class. If you want to go down this
route, you might find it better to fit your data to the fold-change expressed in the language
of dissociation constants

fold-change =
1

1 + [R]
Kd

. (5)

Here, [R] is the concentration of repressors inside the cell, and Kd is the dissociation constant
of repressor to the DNA.

2. A Feeling for the Numbers: Microbes and Viruses as the Unseen Majority

One of the key arguments that we have made throughout the course is that sometimes just
having a feel for magnitudes is a useful guide to intuition. Indeed, our model building has
usually followed the sequence: simple estimates and feeling for the numbers, simple toy
models, more realistic models. For this problem, we follow up on our discussions in class
about just how much we don’t know about the diversity of bacteria and viruses by reading
the article entitled “Prokaryotes: The Unseen Majority” as well as two papers on HIV, and
using them as the basis for your estimates.

(a) Throughout the course, we have used E. coli as our biological standard ruler. This cell
has hall of fame status in biology and it is important that you have a sense of what these
cells are like. Justify the assumption that a typical (i.e. E. coli) bacterial cell has a volume
of 1 µm3. Also, express this volume in femtoLiters. The claim is made (see the paper on
prokaryotes as the unseen majority on the course website) that in the top 200 m of the
world’s oceans, there are roughly 1028 prokaryotes. Work out the total volume taken up by
these cells in m3 and km3.

(b) Recall that roughly 2-3 kg of bacteria are to be found in the waste factory of your large
intestine. Make an estimate of the total number of bacteria inhabiting your intestine and
then all of the intestines of all of the humans currently on the Earth.

(c) Bacteriophage are the viruses that infect bacteria. Given that the concentration of phage
is tenfold or more higher than that of bacteria, report the concentration of phage in the ocean
in mg/mL. Then, use this to make an estimate of the total number of phage on the Earth.

(d) Estimate the number of protein units that make up a viral capsid for influenza virus.
In addition, estimate the number of lipid molecules associated with one of these viruses.
The lipid molecules surround the protein coat in lipid bilayer form. Make sure you show a
picture of the virus and give a rough description of what the structure is like - where is the
nucleic acid, what is the shape, etc.. Also, describe the genome of this virus and compute
the total length of the nucleic acid molecules if they were strung together one after the other.

(e) Use Fig. 1 of the paper by Briggs et al. on HIV that is posted on the course website to
measure the dimensions of the immature HIV virion. Based on what you know about the
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makeup of the virion, estimate the number of lipids and the number of Gag proteins in the
immature virion. Then, consider the mature virion and using Fig. 2 of the second paper
by Briggs et al. estimate the number of proteins in the ice-cream-cone-shaped capsid. How
does your estimate for the number of proteins in the capsid compare to your estimate for
the number of Gag proteins?

3. Ion channels and statistical mechanics

In this problem, we will derive a mathematical description of the current passing through a
voltage-gated ion channel. To model this channel, we assume that it can exist in an open or
closed configuration as shown in Figure 1A. The thermal fluctuations in the cell result in the
channel switching between these states over time as presented in Figure 1B. Figure 1C shows
how these fluctuations in channel state can be directly read out from the current flowing
through the channel.

(a) Use the statistical mechanics protocol (i.e. calculating the states and weights of the
system) to calculate the probability of the channel being in the open state, popen. Assume
that the open state has an energy εopen, and that the energy of the closed state is εclosed.

(b) Plot popen as a function of ∆ε = εopen − εclosed. Explain what happens in the limits
εopen � εclosed and εopen � εclosed. What significance does ∆ε = 0 have for popen?

In a simple model of a voltage-gated ion channel, ∆ε = q(V ∗ − V ). Here, V is the voltage
applied to the membrane and q is the effective gating charge, which describes the movement
of charges along the membrane as the channel configuration changes. You can learn more
about this model in section 17.3.1 of PBoC2.

(c) What is the significance of V ∗? Namely, what happens to the probability of being open
when V = V ∗.

(d) On the website, you will find measurements of popen vs. V for a sodium-gated ion channel.
Write your expression for popen as a function of V instead of as a function of ∆ε. Estimate
V ∗ from the data using what you learned in (c). Now that you have V ∗, to estimate q, make
a plot where you overlay the data and the model prediction for three different values of q
corresponding to 1, 3 or 5 electron charges (note that q is positive, so here we are talking
about the absolute value of the electron charge).
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Figure 1: Current through an ion channels. (A) The ion channel can exist in a closed or
open configuration, (B) fluctuating in time between these two states. (C) The current flowing
through the channel is directly related to the state of the channel.
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